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CHALLENGES FACED
Need to manage and keep track of content created
and distributed to different schools for teachers
training in partner school based on their board
required a lot of time and personnel to manage such
tasks. There was no way to track if the teacher actually
engaged with the content and if they did, to what
extent.
KKEL had no software to conduct learning through
online classrooms and let students learn at their own
pace through quiz, video, ebooks, etc.
With such a complex school structure and over 100 K
students, it became extremely difficult and costly to
distribute course content to each student, more so
tracking how well the student interacted with content
was just not possible.

Custom ERP Case Study
Kangaroo Kids Pvt. Ltd.

Kangaroo Kids, that started with only 13 children
over 2 decades ago in one preschool, has now
spread its wings across four countries. With its
pioneering teaching process, both creative and
practical, it offers the best of both worlds.

SOLUTION PROVIDED

VCLASSROOMING ENTERPRISE LMS
RESULT
Vclassrooming was adopted to facilitate the
learning management processes at KKEL central
office.
With some customization's KKEl was able to
bring the data of all students, teachers and
schools on to Vclassrooming cloud solution.
Content creation utilities along with tracking and
approving mechanism were developed as part of
solution to help KKEL keep track of their content
creation cycle.

KKEl needed a solution that can communicate with
their existing ERP to remove any redundancy of data
entry.

With the launch of multi-school solution in
Cloud, KKEL was able to connect all students to
the most relevant course materials online.

With so much content being created, they needed a
content approval mechanism.

KKEL was able to provide online teaching
resources to their teachers in distant
schools and maintain the highest teaching
standards in their franchisee schools.

KKEl faced with the problem of content being
stolen by internal staff and plagiarized by
simply allowing members to access the raw
documents without any security.
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